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SUBSTRUCTURE AND STRONG INTERACTIONS 

AT TUB TBV 6CALB 

Michael E. Peskin 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Ctuttx 
Stanford University, Stanford, California, 04305 

Thia is the first of two lectures at this Sytnpotlum devoted to possible 
modtfkat tons of the standard model of strong, weak, and electromagnetic Inter
actions in the 100 GeV - 1000 GeV energy range. Let me begin by explaining 
why it is important to contemplate the breakdown of our current theoretical 
picture. The reason ia raoat certainly not that the standard model—the gatige 
theory of 517(3) color x weak Interaction SU(2) x Ef(l)—has In some way 
failed a crucial experimental teat. Indeed, almost every talk at this conference 
has offered a new, nontrivial confirmation of SU[3) x SU[2) x 17(1). Rather, we 
have reached the stage when the most pressing problems In elementary particle 
physics are problems which the standard model is not equipped to answer. Out
standing among these are, first, the question of the origin or the W and Z boson 
masses and the breaking of the weak-interaction gauge symmetry, and second, 
the problem of the origin of the quark and lepton masses. The standard model 
addresses these two questions only by providing adjustable parameters which 
account for these effects. The prediction of the values of these parameters lies 
outside the realm of the model, In exactly the same sense that the prediction of 
the value of the fine structure constant lies outside the realm of pure quantum 
electrodynamics. 

The standard model does, however, provide one important Insight into the 
nature of these effects: It Insists that they are tightly connected to one another. 
One can see this in either of two ways. Firat, the standard model assigns to left-
and right-handed fermions different quantum numbers. A fermlon mass term, 
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which b essentially a coupling of the right- and left-handed fermion apecies, can 
appear onb/ when the weak gauge aymmetry 51/(2) x 17(1) is broken. Second, 

: *h« mass scales of gauge symmetry breaking and fermion masses are relatively 
' close to one another, at least when one considers the grand sweep of scales 
1 contemplated In grand unified theories. One often hears the question of what 

drives the weak symmetry breaking phrased as a gaugt hierarchy problem, the 
question of why the distance between the weak scale and some more fundamen
tal scale such as the Planck mass or the scale of grand unification is so large. 
The standard model links to this hierarchy the hierarchy of masses which yields, 
eventually, the masses of the fermions most familiar to our experience. 

If we are to seek a joint solution to these problems, we must begin in seek
ing the origin of the Weak interaction mass scale. In the simplest version of 
the standard model, this scale is characterized by the expectation value of the 
fundamental Higgi field: 

(4) = 240 GeV . (1) 
To explain this scale, we must replace the fundamental Higgs, which is essen
tially just a parametriution, by some comprehensible, mechanics. The gen
eral magnitude of the energies involved in this mechanism will be that or (1), 
roughly 1 TeV. Such explanations fall naturally into two classes, those in which 
this mechanism is essentially perturbative, and those in which nonperturbative 
physics plays an essentia] role. The most successful of the perturbative ap
proaches has been that of supersymmetry. John Ellis will discuss the status 
of this approach In great detail in his lecture at this Symposium. My lecture 
will review models which make use of nonperturbative physics, models which 
require new bound states and new strong interactions in the energy region near 
lTeV. 

The outline of this lecture is as follows: I will first give a review or the 
current status or the three main theoretical ideas relevant to strong-interaction 
1 TeV physics. All involve the assumption that some object which is assumed 
to be fundamental in the standard model actually has dynamical internal struc
ture. I will discuss, in turn, the ideas of composite vector bosons, Higgs bosons 
(Technicolor"), and matter fermions. In general, I will be discussing complex, 
mechanistic models or the new physics, models which are not especially beau
tiful but whtth have, potentially, the power to explain. I wilt then enter a brief 
digression on how the weak interaction allow us to probe for this new structure. 
Finally, I will discuss direct manifestations of new 1 TeV strong interactions. 
Remarkably, as one actually reaches the TeV energy scale experimentally, the 
consequences of new strong interactions become as dramatic as the specific 
models of these Interactions are obscure. 
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Theoretical Ideas about Compogitenesa 

In this section, I will review ideas concerning the possible compoolteness 
of the various components of the standard model and the experimental tests 
which constrain those ideas. In general, I will be discussing classes of models 
rather than specific schemes. Some of the theoretical construction! will only be 
described only sketchtly; a more complete, though still introductory, theoretical 
discussion can he found in my lecture at the 1981 Symposium.1 

In discussing the experimental constraints on compositeness, I would like to 
make statements as model-independent as possible. A. Useful tool ibr Identify
ing such model-independent information is the method of effective Lagrangiaru, 
pioneered by Wilson in the 1960's and shown by Weinberg3 to be a method 
of great power when applied to gauge theories. In a theory with a regime of 
weak coupling, such as we find in the standard model, it is essentially enlight
ened dimensional analysis. The method consists of writing the most general 
Lagrangian consistent with gauge and global symmetries which remain unbro
ken at a given scale, and then fixing from dimensional analysis and a general 
picture of the symmetry-breaking pattern the magnitude of the coefficients, in 
this Lagrangian. Consider, for example, the general theory of quarks: 

CtB = qiflq + HL4>*IR + . . . + £a?j,y«,fe*Mfl + . . . , (2) 

where QR^L = 5(1 ±"J5)?- The quark fields are normalized so that the first term 
has coefficient 1; this fixes all of the gauge couplings of the quarks. The second 
term is the simplest one which can flip quark hellcity and is allowed by the 
$U(2) x U(l) weak-interaction symmetry. Its coefficient is dimenslonleu and 
should then be of order 1 unless it was somehow forbidden at a deeper level 
of the theory with a higher symmetry. It is the dynamics of this deeper level, 
then, which suppresses large quark mixing angles, and which makes the value 
of A very email for particular quarks {e.e,, 10~ s for the u qua-k). The third 
term given is a 4-fermion term of fairly general structure. Its coefficient has the 
dimensions of (mass) - 3. The coupling shown does not appear in the standard 
model, BO we would expect the size of the mass A. to reflect the scale at which 
the standard model yields receives corrections. I will assume that any term 
that can appear in an effective Lagrangian will appear, and that no term which 
arises from new strong interactions should be suppressed by powers of a small 
coupling constant. 
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e CompotKe Gauge Bosons? 
I will first discuss the question of whether the weak vector bosons W and 

Z might be composite. In quantum field theory, general theorems prohibit 
the appearance of mamlese vector particles which carry nontrivial values of a 
eonserred charge, unless both the bosons- end the current of this charge are 
pieces of the structure of an exact gauge symmetry.* -0 However, the W and Z 
bosons are not meatless, end this has led many authors to speculate that they 
might, In fact, be dynamically generated. One often bean tbe statement7 that, 
since ell other short-range Interactions {for example, interatomic forces end the 
nuclear potential) are built up from composite particle exchanges, the weak 
interactions should be built In the same way. It is important to look into this 
point critically u we enter the'era in which the W and Z ore produced directly, 
•o that their properties can be studied with precision. Many of the properties 
already ohiarved follow from the gauge structure of the standard model. We 
must ask io what extent they follow from less restrictive principles, and how 
one might make a test which could single out theories in which the W and Z 
are fundamental gauge bosons. 

We should begin With a crucial observation of Bjorken" that the successes of 
the standard model la low*energy reactions follow from a principle much weaker 
'.ban 517(2} X 1/(1) gauge ranriance, the principle of an 517(2) invariance of 
whatever new sector is responsible for the weak interactions. All successes of 
the standard model at energies well below the W mass can be summarized as 
supporting the effective current-current interaction 

u* - ^[vsiTjr + (j? - ^ - - W I . (3) 

which Is Isaapin-lnvariantup to the coupling to electromagnetism. In the stan
dard model, this form follows from the fact that the Higgs structure which 
breaks the gauge symmetry preserves an SU{2) isospin symmetry under which 
the three 5*7(2) bosons transform as a triplet. This symmetry, called custodial 
SV[2), plus the assumption that a photon must remain massless, forces the 
mass matrix for the SV{2) X If (1) bosons to take the form9 : 

fV 

mm £ 
9* 8J 
as* * * . 

(4) 
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This mass matrix leads directly to (3), and also to a. simple relation for the 
physical boson masses: 

, = " * =1, IB) 
fnJeos*ffw * ' 

Gauge inv&rianee plays a major role in determining the detailed structure 
of the weak interactions, however, at energies above the manes of the W u d 
2. The reason for this is that theories of interacting massive vector bosons are 
very susceptible to violation or unitarity; gauge invariaace provides the only 
simple cure far this difficulty. To understand the problem, recall that ft bona 
boosted to i f = (E,0,Otk) has Its third polarization vector boosted to 

m m 

Thi; diagram shown in Fig. 1(a), considered alone, yields a rate for the process 
e + e - ^ w+W~, in units of R, of order 

M D - ^ 2 ) ) 1 - (^)2. (T) 

In the standard model, however, one must sum tho three diagrams shows in 
Fig. 1(b). The complete ealea* 
lation contains dramatic, appar
ently miraculous, cancellations, 
and yields a rate of order 1."'" 
Lee, Quigg, and Thicker1* have 

e studied the more hypothetical prc-
'<" cess W+W- — W+W- and have 

shown that, here, one requires 
also the TV-TV-Biggs coupling of 
the aaa of lowest-order diagrams 
is to be consistent with unitarity, 

e~ If the theory which contains the 
W bosons is not gauge-bv-iant, 

„ . , , , „ . . . ,. .. , then, it must be only an ehectlve 
Fig. 1- (a) One diagram contributing to . . . — 
+ _ w+ur- /vi .1. r , , . theory in an energy range J i « 

e + * ~* W+W j (b) the complete set of , . , — , , . _ / T . 4«. , « . t *• . i - m*w- i *». A < • T " » Which the leading-contributions to s+e - • w+W in the , „. , .,„ , t " 
. . . , , order amplitudes are stul unitary, 

standard model. * 
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The fact that gauge-eymmetry-violating interactions of W bosons stand out 
•t high energies allow*One to search for these interactions with great sensitivity. 
For example, Maalampi, Schildlcnecht, and Schwaner14 have discussed conse-
<Pl«neee of such interactions which might be made visible in studies of W pair 
production at LEP.IL Si»nii J C has noted that one such interaction is already 
tightly constrained. Consider the term 

6£* m ieAKW+W-Fft , (8) 

a coupling of the W to (he photon which is forbidden by 51/(2) gauge invariance 
but allowed by the gauge-invariance of electromagnetism. This term essentially 
provides an anomalpos magnetic moment for the W boson. The interaction 
(8) il donbly dangerous, because it breaks not only W gauge invariance but 
alio custodial 8U{ii). (Direct couplings to electromagnetism, of course, do not 
respect custodial 517(2).) The danger becomes concrete when one computes 
the contribution to the W mass shown in Fig. 2. The result is 

JT Am&, - a ( A i c ) . - 5 - , (9) 

^Vv/J where A is the cutoff used in the loop integration 
W and a standard massive vector propagator was used 

I M * Mieaa m tjj6 loop. There is no comparable correction to 
Fig. 3 A contribution the mass of the Z°. Thus, one finds 
to the W mats from the A „ / A „ 2 A m n n i* 
jntetactlon term (8). ^ = (^f- - ^ ) = ±A*±-. (10) 

Prof. DILella10 has reported to this Symposium a new low-energy constraint 
onp: 

p|tX = 1.02 ±.02 (II) 
and values of the W and Z masses which, combined with the low-energy deter
mination of sin10«, lead to 

P - - " » , = I -" ± -03 ( » ) 
m j cos* »V|LE 

If wa take (ID) at face value, then, this would constrain (B) to 

AK < 7 x 10"a (for A = 1 TeV) . (13) 

Proponents of theories of composite W bosons most, then, take care that 
the interaction (8) does not appear, or appears only with a very small coefficient. 
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This is a very stringent requirement. For example, Kugo, Ueh<ua, tad Yanaglda 
have givtn a very clever formulation of the theory of composite W bosons In 
wh ich this theory baa « genuine, though hidden, gauge symmetry. However, the 
interaction (8) ia allowed by this symmetry. Other approaches b&«ed OS vector 
dominance, such as those of Friltsch, Schitdkneeht, and Kogerler,1' must also 
lake the Broadness of A*, or some equivalent statement,, U at) assumption. 

• Composite Higgs Bosons? (Technicolor) 

Let us now turn our attention from the weak vector bosons themselves to 
the particles which give them mass—the Higgs bosons. In contrast to the vector 
bosons, for which the hypothesis of composite structure is highly constrained, 
the Higgs bosons almost ask to be dynamically generated by a deeper theory. 
Aside from the gauge coupling constants (which emerge from a unique constant 
in grand unified theories), all of the arbitrary parameters of the standard model 
involve the couplings of Higgs bosons to other particles or to one another. A 
particularly annoying adjustable parameter is the value of the hare Biggs boson 
mass. It is this parameter that sets the value of the weak scale. Not only can this 
parameter not be detorrr:. i in the standard model, but no symmetry (except 
perhaps supersymmetry) can keep it naturally small relative to the very deep 
and fundamental mass scales of Nature. It is an attractive hypothesis, then, 
that the weak mass scale is produced dynamically as (he mass or Inverse size of 
composite Higgs bosons. 

At the first level, this program looks quite natural and achieves some easy 
successes. When examined more carefully, it runs into same serious, though 
not insurmountable, problems. I will quickly survey the present situation. For 
a more thorough discussion of the underlying theory, the reader should consult 
the reviews of Farhi and Susskind,18 Kaul,3 0 and Lane. l 

The simplest theory of composite Higgs bosons is the original construct of 
Weinberg and Susskind. These authors postulated a new strong-interaction 
gauge theory, called technicolor, acting at a much larger mass scale than the 
conventional strong interactions. This theory contained two flavors, (V, D) of 
massless technifermions. They assumed that the physics of these new strong 
interactions was exactly that of the familiar strong interactions, scaled to the 
new characteristic mass. Following this analogy, the technicolor theory baa u 
SV{2)i x SU(2)/t chiral symmetry which should be spontaneously broken to Its 
vector subgroup, isospin 517(2). If the technifermions are coupled to the weak 
interactions in the conventional way, so that [Ut,, D^) form a weak doublet, the 
spontaneous breaking of chtral symmetry breaks the weak-interaction symmetry 
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and gives mass to the W and Z bosons. The unbroken isospin symmetiy acts as 
a custodial SU{2) to preserve the relation p = 1. The measured masses of the 
W and Z are reproduced tf the pion decay constant of the technicolor strong 
interactions takes the value 

Fw = 240 GeV (14) 
this corresponds to a tecnni-p meson mass of 1.8 TeV. This mechanism can be 
seen to worl in exactly the same way, with a value of F„ half that of (14), if the 
technifermlon doublet is made a technifamily (U,C, ! / ,£) , with the standard-
roodel quantum numbers of (u, d, v, e). 

It is not a trivial problem to allow this dynamically generated Biggs cou
ple to the familiar quarks and leptons and give them mass. To introduce this 
coupling, Difflopoulos and Susslund and Eichten and Lane postulated 
new gauge interactions, called extended technicolor (ETC). These new bosons 
would allow the constituent mass of the technifermions, generated through chi-

ral symmetry breaking, to feed down 
to a mass for the ordinary fermions, 
by the mechanism shown in Fig. 3(a). 
(The technifermion mass term plays 
the role of the Higgs boson vacuum ex
pectation value.) The resulting mass 
will be small (compared to (14)) if 
the ETC boson involved is heavy. 
Thus, the ETC basons can be con
sidered to contribute the the effective 
Lagrangian the 4-fermion vertex shown 
in Fig. 3(b). A ibur-fermion interac
tion has a coefficient with dimensions 
(mass) - 2 ; thus, dimensional analysis 
gives the following estimate of the in
duced masses of quarks and leptons: 

Fig. 3. The extended-technicolor 
mechanism for quark and lepton mass 
generation: (a) shows the basic dia
gram; (b) shows its representation in 
an effective Lagrangian analysis. 

mf = 
_ * T C 

•WgTC 
(IS) 

where A is the technicolor binding scale. A quark or lepton mass of 1 GeV 
requires a corresponding ETC boson mass of 10 TeV. 

Once the theory has been fleshed out this level, however, it meets some 
quite nontrivlal phenomenological constraints. The first of these is that theo
ries with a technifamily predict, under quite general assumptions, the existence 
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of light charged scalar mesons. The Higgs mechanism of v«cior boson miss 
generation requires that a masatess scalar particle be absorbed by each vector 
boson which becomes massive, to provide its longitudinal component. In the 
Weinberg-Susskind model, the technicolor analogue of the pions are missTess 
in tbe absence of weak interactions (because U and D are assumed sunless) 
and become the longitudinal components of W± and 2° when the model Is 
coupled to weak interactions. In techmTamily models, there axe effectively 
eight flavors and many more possible pseudoscalar mesons. The meson with 
content [0U + EM) becomes a component of the rV + , but the orthogonal com' 
bination (£0U - £M) remains an independent, physical boson P+, which is 
massless to all orders in technicolor interactions and to the leading order in 
electroweak interactions. The leading contributions to the mass of this particle 
have been computed as follows: 

, f ( 5 - 8 G e V ) r , , , , 
l i t — < . [2nd - order eleetroweak] 

+ 0(!) (1st - order ETC) 

Z5,» 

(16) 
IT 

The two numbers given for the eleclroweak contribution refer to two different 
classes of models. Prof. Komamiya has presented to this Symposium the 
results of searches for these particles; they are now excluded, in a clean and 
model-Independent way* over the entire mass range allowed by (16). 

I should remark parenthetically that the mass computations summarized in 
(IB) apply only in tech .icolor models; in a more general context, the question 
of the existence of charged Higgs bosons is still open. If m/j+ < mi, the decay 
t —» b + H+ would be the dominant decay mode of the ( quark. Thus, if the 
UA1 signal for t is confirmed, m«+ > 40 GeV. If not, perhaps the t quark has 
a mass of 30 GeV but decays mainly to charged Higgs bosons. In this case, 
TRISTAN will be a Higgs factory. 

The other phenomenological constraints oc technicolor theories depend sen
sitively on the structure of the ETC couplings. If the ETC gauge group con
tains transitions between ordinary and techni-fermions, it must also (by Its 
group property) include transitions linking ordinary fermions with one another. 
It might also include additional transitions, beyond those in technicolor itself, 
between technifermions. These latter transitions are relatively unconstrained; 
however, Appelquist, Bowick, Cohler, and Hauser have noted that, if they 

• unto* BR(f+ — cE) > 98% 
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violate custodial SV{2), they can produce corrections to the p parameter {51 
aslargea«l56. ' 

New four-fermion interactions among the familiar quarks and leptons, on the 
other hand, are readily observed, a situation which leads both to opportunities 
and to danger for this theory. The reason is that the ETC sector is precisely 
the part of the theory responsible for producing flavor-dependence of quark 
and lepton masses, and for producing flavor mixing. Thus, one most expect 
the induced effective 4-quaxk interaction to be off-diagonal in flavor. The same 
situation could well appear in 4-lepton couplings. Thus, we should expect that 
these new 4-fermion interactions mediate fiavor-changingrare processes such as 
KL -* cfi, and p - • e«j, as well as £ ° - £ ° and iP—BP mixing, at some level. 
But the mass of the ETC bosons is constrained by eq. (15), and thus we know 
that this level is observably high15*30*31 . The branching ratios Tor KL — en 
and ft —» e-f, for example, are both predicted to be roughly 10~ 1 0 , a value 
which could be observed or cleanly excluded by experiments now underway at 
Brookhaven and Los Alamos. 

Unfortunately, the simplest estimates also predict K° — K0 mixing ampli
tudes larger than the measured amplitude by a factor of 10?. Thus, it is very 
important to find a realization of ETC in which this particular process is sup
pressed by some analogue of the GIM mechanism. To show you that this is 
difficult but not impossible, I will review a number of proposals for achieving 
this suppression which have appeared in the literature. 

A simple proposal is to assume that the dynamics of (d,a,b) mass genera
tion is Savor-conserving, and that all flavor-mixing arises among (u, c, t). This 

S3—38 
idea has been put forward, in various realizations, by many authors. This 
mechanism does remove If 0—if 0 mixing (along with rare K and n decays), but 
it forces 27° — &* mixing to remain substantial. Hadeed and Holdom have 
worked though a detailed model and predicted, in the context of this model, 
Amo/fnp — l x 10~ , a . This is in marginal disagreement with a new bound on 
EP — tP mixing reported to this Symposium by the BCDMS collaboration:3T 

y < 1.296, or A m B / m c < 0.6 x l O - 1 3 . 
A second proposal, due to Ebldom, assumes that the technicolor inter

actions are not asymptotically free. Then one should expect the particular 
4-fermion interaction shown in Fig 3(b) to scale with some anomalous dimen
sion, altering the dependence of (IS) on the ETC boson mass to (Affixc)' - 7. 
where i ts unknown. If f > 0, the value of METC required by (15) is raised, 
and thus ETC effects on ordinary processes are suppressed. All of the pieces of 
this scenario are plausible if non-asymptotically free strong-interaction gauge 
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theories actually exist. However, the theoretical evidence for the existence of 
such theories la rather limited. 

Two mort recent proposals are much closer to the spirit of GIM. Dimopou-
loa, Georgi, and Raby 4 0 have put forward a model with three ETC gauge 
groups SU(N)L x SU{N)u X SU{N)D, coupling directly to left-handed qoarls. 
arid right-handed up and down quarks, respectively. The U and D grasps can 
be broken to products of U{\) groups at a relatively early stage, providing a 
mechanism for introducing large mass splittings between generations. Flavor-
changing neutral-current processes, on the other hand, require the complete 
breaking or SU(N)L and the mixing of all three groups, and thus receives some 
considerable suppression. Chao and Lane have proposed a scheme in which 
no flavor-changing neutral currents appear at tree level The result follows 
from some stringent group-theoretic requirements—the various quark species 
fl£,i ufii rfj? must belong to different but quasi-equivalent representations of ETC 
[e.g., N and ft), and all bosons mediating 4-quark interactions must receive the 
same mass at tree level—by using the ETC couplings to break the degeneracy 
among possible vacuum states of the theory and then noting a special simplicity 
of the vacuum state chosen by this procedure. Both models have the problem 
that they make it difficult to generate a large mass hierarchy m» « m e « m t . 
However, they signal a movement in a promising direction. 

What, then, is the status of theories of technicolor? Models with a com
plicated technicolor sector seem to be ruled out by the nonexistence of the P+ 

boson. On the other hand, the simplest Weinberg-aussicindscheme is still alive. 
The problem of flavor-changing neutral processes is severe but not insuperable, 
though the known solutions to this problem are balky and complex. To this 
summary, let me add one further complaint: Though technicolor seems to offer 
the possibility that the quark and lepton masses could be computed (in agree
ment with experiment, or not) from an underlying gauge theory, this promise 
has not yet been realized in any model. What the theory now needs, more than 
anything else, is a model which would allow such calculations to be done. 

Before leaving the subject of technicolor, I should note a variant of it which 
has been advanced recently by Kaplan and Georgi and explicated by Banks. 
These authors have suggested that new 1 TcV strong interactions need not break 
the weak interaction symmetry directly. Consider, for example, a theory in 
which the group which chira) symmetry breaking leaves unbroken contains 0[4), 
which is isomorphic to SU{2) x SU[2). The unbroken group could then neatly 
contain 51/(2) x U{1)\ an 0[A) vector of pseudoscalar mesons ( n 0 , ! ! 1 , ! ! 5 , ! ! ' ) 
transforms under 51/(2) x 17(1) as a conventional Bcalar Biggs doublet. If one 
couples this model not only to electrowcak interactions but also to an extra 
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axial U{1) boson, the plon (mass}1 shift generated by this boson turns out to 
be negative and can be thought of as the negative Higge boson (mass}2. Then 
iJll

tTla,Tla) are absorbed by W± and Z° in the standard way, making these 
bosons massive. 11° becomes a neutral Higgs boson with a calculable mass, 
which turns out to be 150-200 GeV in specific realizations of this scenario. 

• Composite Quarks and Leptono? 

Finally, let us take up the question of whether the quarks and leptons might 
be composite states. At a first level, the motivations for imagining these par
ticles to be composite are even more compelling than those for Higgs bosons. 
There are known to be many quarks and leplons; indeed, the multiplicity of 
these particles and their repetition of quantum numbers is one of the central 
mysteries of fundamental physics. Their mass spectrum is not at all understood. 
la (act, the failure of technicolor models to confront this problem drives us 
to make more far-reaching dynamical assumptions. However, the idea of 
composite structure within quarks and leptons quickly meets a serious and 
troubling dynamical question. The power of the assumption of quark and 
lepton compositeness depends very much on how, and how confidently, one 
answers this question. 

To explain this basic difficulty, let me define a parameter A to represent the 
mass scale of the binding of quark and lepton constituents (preonsj. Equiva
lency, A"1 gives the physical size of the bound state. The problem is then the 
following: Quarks and leptons are observed to behave as potntlike particfcs in 
reactions involving momentum transfers aa high as 40 GeV (at PETRA and 
the SFS collider). Thus, A > 40 GeV. On the other hand, all quarks and lep
tons except the i have masses much less than 40 GeV, and same have masses 
[ess than 10~* times this value. Apparently, the observed quarks and leptona 
do not receive mass from their internal structure; more formally, the effective 
Lagrasgian derived from the preon-binding interactions does not contain terms 
such as 

6C*tt = Aft (IT) 
which would give quarks and leptans masses of order A. We must ask, then, 
how such a term might be suppressed or forbidden. 

To sharpen this question, let us imagine the idealized limit of a theory 
of composite quarks and leptons in which the composite states are exactly 
mualess. I will discuss later how small perturbations of the dynamics can 
make these masses nonzero. Two general principles are known which can insure 
this masalessness. The first is chiral symmetry. In relativistic theory, a fermion 
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mass term is a helicity Sip operator, a mixing of left- and right-banded com
ponent* or the fermion. If these left- and right-handed states have different 
quantum numbers under an unbroken symmetry (a chiral symmetry), that sym
metry will prohibit mass generation. This scenario for the formation of mats tew 
composite fermions was put forward by 't Hooft and Dimopouloe, Raby, and 
Susskind. The assumption of an unbroken chiral symmetry comes naturally 
from the study of the standard model; there the weak-interaction SU{t) is 1 
chiral symmetry which prohibits any familiar fermion from acquiring mass until 
the Higgs Geld acquires its vacuum expectation value and breaks this symme
try. However, when we think of a theory with composite quarks and [eptoas, 
we must consider that this theory has strong interactions. The familiar Strong 
interactions do not leave unbroken chiral Bymmetriec; indeed, the strolls in
teractions drive dynamical quark mass generation, which spontaneously breaks 
all such symmetries. Is is possible that a strong interactions would not cause 
spontaneous mass generation? 't Hooft proposed a necessary condition for 
evading chiral symmetry breaking, the anomaly matching condition. Though 
not a sufficient condition, it is quite a stringent one. Its physical basis was re
viewed, for example, in ref. 1. In the intervening time, several authors have 
produced extensive catalogues of the solutions to 't Hooft s condition, 
defining, then, strongly-interacting gauge theories which could potentially be 
turned into preon models. 

The secon d principle which can insure the masslessness of composite fermiona 
is Bupersymmetry, a symmetry which connects fermions and bosons. Supersym-
metry can make its beneficial influence felt in several different ways. The Erst 
mechanism proposed, by Bardeen and Visnjic, postulated that supersymme-
try should be spontaneously broken; each broken supersymmetry charge leads 
to a massless Goldstone fermion. Unfortunately, theories with many super-
symmetry charges are required to contain high-spin particles; a theory with 
sufficient supersymmetry to produce two generations of quarks and leptons as 
Goldstone fermions requires spin S. This mechanism, however, suggested an
other, formulated by Buchmuller, Love, Feccei, and Yanagida, which is quite 
attractive. Imagine that, in a supersymmetric theory, an ordinary continuous 
symmetry is spontaneously broken. This requires the pretence of a massless 
Nambu-Goldstone boson. The boson must have a supersymmetry partner, also 
maBsles.1, the quosi-Nambu-Goldslont fcrmion. By breaking a collection of con
tinuous symmetries, one can form a multiplet or such masaless fermions, which 
could possibly be made into quarks and leptons. This mechanism is not in
compatible with the protection of fermion masslessness by chirat symmetries; 
indeed, as we shall see, these two mechanisms can potentially work together in 
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. * £ J w * ^ « » y . A tblrf lWWhutinn, mysterious and exceptionally beautiful, 
W " " ta the wpwttring theory. The theory of strings provide a picture of 
f^wU^arkt 1 ttptoM,«ad 4 aageboeoiwofBtril(b»deg»ac e whichiti»c-
™"Vtae«iilrteat unless tt contain 10-dimensional Bupereyinnietiy, with light 
^•"B^utiMaupcxByftttnetiy partners of ^ 
imnhaiilBTn farther, however, because it is treated in detail in Prer. Green's 
contribatlan to this Symposium.*1 

Haying BOW reviewed the principles which night lead to the presence of 
light composite fastens, let 118 consider the basic experimental probes for such 
composite structure. So begin, let -us return to the most general effective La-
Eranglu describing physics below the preon-binding scale: 

A s - 9i$Q + ti$l + mifLHlt + ... 
(18) 

+ fftfHTtf + ^ff lTflaV +•• • • 

Tht kinetic terms are prescribed by £17(3) x SU(2) x U[l) gauge invariance, as 
we have discussed above. The mass terms will, in general, violate symmetries 
of the strong-Interaction theory; again, this is the explanation for the small 
sice of these masses relative to A. The first terras in £ S f which are specific to 
the details of the underlying praon theory are the effective 4-fermion (and other 
dimension 6) vertices which are not present in the standard model. (A complete 
catalogue of possible dimension 6 structures has been compiled by Burges and 
Schnltser." ) 

Experimental bounds on processes mediated by these dimension 6 operators 
give constraints on the slse of A. These constraints are model-dependent to 
the extent that the values of the dimenBionless parameters -y/y can vary from 
model to modeL The most stringent constraints will come from operators which 
can mediate rare flavor-changing processes; however, these operators may be 
forbidden by appear if the preon-binding theory conserves the flavor charges 
involved. It Is useful to distinguish three distinct classes or preon theories, 
which a n subject to very different constraints on A. The first class of theories 
are those which allow arbitrary flavor mixing, and, in particular, the term 

Met = •5*V , *V«I . ( » ) 
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Since (19} can mediate K° ~ Jt° mixing, which to v«rjr strongly constrained, 
these theories require A > 10s TeV. A second ctasi of theories ft that in which 
(19) is removed by a GIM cancellation, but the operator 

6C« = ^ i » d * * * (30) 

» allowed by the symmetries of the model. Bars ~ hat emphasized that 
this operator is difficult to remove in models in which the repetition of quark 
and lepton generationa is natural, since (20) conserves generation camber in a 
simple way. (20) mediates the rare decays K ~* Me, *pt\ the current tipper 
limits on these decay rates lead to a rough limit A > 30 TeV. 

Finally, it is possible that all dangerous flavor-changing operators art Tor-
bidden by symmetries. In this case, the preon-blndlng interactions should still 
produce effective 4-fermion couplings which are flavor-diagonal, for example, 

6£* - ^ e - A e v e • (21j 

These contact interactions will not mediate processes forbidden by symmetries 
of the standard model, but they will change the rates of processes for which 
the standard model makes quantitative predictions. Eichten, tt. aln pointed 
out that the deviations produced by operators such as (2i) should be rela
tively large, first, because they can arise from interference terms between the 
4-fermion couplings and the standard model amplitudes and, second, because 
the 4-fermion couplings arise from strong interactions, while the standard-model 
contributions are suppressed by powers of a or a,. To account properly for this 
latter point, they suggested the parametrization 

where g is taken to be of order gf—g1/** — l~and n = ±1. Over the past 
few years, many experiments have reported lower bounds on the value of A 
arising from this parametrization. Prof. Komamiya has summarized the 
lower limits on A from PEP and PETRA experiments on Bhabtta scattering, 
the beat of which are 1-2 TeV, depending on the detailed Lorents structure 
assumed for (22). PLUTO and TASSO have reported stronger limits on A In 
e+e~~ -» n+fi~, which are of interest in models where t and ft share common 
constituents. Additional constraints on e-/i interactions have been presented by 
the Berkeley-TRIUMF ft decay experiment, which has reported A > 2.9 TeV for 
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iLorain•tractem." VA2liasrepottedA>8WGeVfbr<_ 
M«lfa^(biiel«a4mp«itfciibra»Ulnri|ychoHii,fiwin&r«A f l).M The 
general invnnloB Out «o» obtains fratn this collection of frnita is that, at least 
for the Ughteat fpnerathit, OB preoa bindiiig scale is well above lTeV. 

n a m ta a. aaoond way ID which ilia coinpaslte structure of quarks aed 
japiona can, manifest itaetfexyeiluwutally. ITe^aria and kptona are composite, 
one would aspect to see excited stataa e* awl 4* which could decay back to 
a or 4, pms a photon, or gtoon. The pheaonwnoiogy of these states turn been 
diseased extensively in the literature; see refr, 58,59 far early analyses, and 
rets. 60,61 fur two recent, comprehensive treatments, I wiB confine myself here 
to some brief remarks. 

Like any charged fermlons, e* and e' can ba pauvproduced firan a -y, 2°, 
IP*, or a. In principle, an /* can also be singly 
produced In associated frith an / , a» shown in 
Fig. 4(b). • Thla couplbg cannot have the form 

IW 5 °* * •twdard gauge interaction—since it is off-
diagonal, It would violate gauge invarianee—and 

r.Z.g r,2,g BQ must involve extra powers of the momentum 
of the gauge boson, being, for example, of the 

*V form of a magnetic moment term. A magnetic 
'O J ^ O ^ q ^ moment operator has dimension 5, but it also in-

*t t* aR wives a hellcity'flip. If the preon model contains 
, M t i 3 i e A« a chiral lymmetry which is only weakly broken, 
Fig. a. Diagrams Involv- t W , m t a r * t l o n wamnmrt be proportional to the 
log excited states of ouarki •ymnwtry-breaktng parameter and thus will be 
and laptons: (a) pair pre ""PP1""4 V r o o « h l y *•» 8 M W ! r«*f M t h e '" ?VT W TT / mass. We would then expect Fig. 4(b) to be rea-duction; fl>) aaaocltted pro- ̂ ^ \ J ™? r?~ «*•».• * «•• -»i J 
ductlon; (c) apcadblaelac. " " » * d " e r i b « d b * 
tron man renormallsation. m « 

Bacftnae tab term carries a. A^,fcowevw, it Is very email if A ~ lTeV.Thfa 
Is, in fact, an advantage: The graph shown in Fig, 4(c) gives erenormaEsation 
of lite election mesa of order 

om^A) 1 ! 1 , (24) 



where, in the parametrization (23), A = (mJ/A)J. Such ft mnll value of A 
gives sufficient mipprendon; however, most phenomenologkal analyses take A 
to be of order 1, replacing the quantity u parentheses in (23)by (A/m£). 
(There a n ways to keep A luge and etill mippttu this diagram, m c h w tak
ing (23) to involve only ej: and efc.*1 ) Matt searches far single production 
of / • ' • are sensitive only to moderate value* of A. Aa an example. Kg. S 

shows the limits on mj and A ob
tained by the CELLO experiment,4* 
plotted together with the eetfnuta 
(23) for A. Became of this, X five 
the moat weight to bounds on ex
cited quarks and leptoai which are 
based only on palr-productten. Prof. 
Komamiya" h u reported new lower 
nu> limits from PETHA on «', j * \ 
and r' pair production, which, for 
obvious reasons, are all near S3 GeV. 
Ellis, Metaude, and McKellar*3 have 
noted that conatraintaon the nuclear 
parity-violating potential leads to a 
relatively strong constraint 

io° 

10" 

Iff" -

Iff r3 

T 1 r 

Excluded 

s (25) 

Fig. 5. Experimental limits on the it should be noted, however, that the 
mass and coupling of the mj, presented corresponding effect in lupersymme-
by the CELLO collaboration, plotted try models04 turns out to be net-
together with the expectation far A urally GIM suppressed, and that 
given by eq. (23). could happen here as well. 

If the preona Inside leptons carry color, It Is natural to expect that same of 
the excited states of leptons will be color octet particles.6 ~ The color octet 
eg will be especially noticeable at HERA, since it can be formed aa a. resonance 
In e-g scattering. The f | has a misaiag-energy decay *g - » P + J , which has 
made it already a target of cearchea at the CGRNcoiUderaUAl69 has repotted 
a pur production bound ro(*£) > 60 GeV. Models in which vector bosons 
are composite predict, in a similar way, color triplet vector bosons; the phe
nomenology of these particles has been discussed in some detail by Bauer and 
Streng. These bosons mediate leptoquark-exchange currents which might also 
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^ T S ^ * * ^ - ^ * ^ * 1 0 ^ *°"*«*M*-™oart a«^^ in^artic K^tterfBs. Hecwh 
t » v ? ! " * w , * * * m , ^ ^ t l * N M C i t t u ^ 
\ M i V " " * * * d 6 e * l , » totowettons «f Hue type up to A ~ 2 TeV. On* 

•nenMfcboopeet lb* appearance of isoscalar west boscms and their associated 
cttmnta;Kvodfei Sebildfaieeht.ana Schwanerh*ve recently surveyed P«a.ble 
taeta far eiichctiiienis/* 

Ishtmld BO» two bom purely phenomenologieal issue* to a more theoretical 
one. The greet promise of the Idee of quark and leptcn substructure la that 
having an explicit, mechanical model of fermion constituents should allow one 
to compute the fermion manes. I would like to explain, then, how far we 
have coma toward rtaliilng this promise. As a preface to this discussion, I must 
make two remarke. First, In any theory which eacompaues the standard model, 
rermloninaH generation will be forbidden until SU{2) x 1/(1) is broken. Thus, 
composite fsnnlons must be born missless. They acquire their masses through 
their coupling! to the BIggS bosons; thus, It b the magnitudes of these couplings 
which most we most endeavor to calculate. .Second, the masses of the known 
quarks and leptoas (even excluding neutrinos) span 5 orders of magnitude. 
The minimum we should ask from a scheme for fermion mass generation is that 
It Include hierarchies In which the messes of some species are suppressed by 
extra powers of a small parameter. 

To begin, we must sak what classes of theories can produce massless com
posite fennloas. I hare surveyed heuristic answers to this question already in 
lef. 1. The main progress on this question over the peat few years has been 
negative: A number of authors have derived powerful restrictions on the ap
pearance of matslees fermlons'In gauge theories with strong interactions. For 
gauge theories of fermloss and gauge bosons only, YVeuigarten and Witten 
have proved rigorously, under the assumption that the gauge couplings are vec
torial, that the w meson, whose masslessness signals chiral symmetry breaking, 
is necessarily lighter than the lightest fermion. Vafa and Witten have proved, 
under the same strong assumption, that vector (as opposed to axial-vector) fla
vor symmetries cannot be spontaneously broken. Thus, it is quite likely that 
gauge theories with vector couplings leave all fermions massive, break chiral 
symmetry, and leave the various Savors of fermion degenerate. The extension 
of abate results to gauge theories with banded couplings ia not at all trivial, 
though, and It. Is not unreasonable to expect that some of these theories do 
axhlbtt rnif1*" composite states. Banks and Kaplunovaky managed to con
coct an tnrafT1* of a lattice gauge theory which could be shown to have masnless 
composite SsHaJeas Ibr sufficiently strong gauge coupling, oothia may aerve to 
Indkate at least the existence of this phenomenon. 
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The rigorous analysis I have just quoted docs not extend straightforwardly to 
supentymmetrie gauge theories. However, more explicit analysis of these the
ories has given some strong dues to their behavior, especially in the case 
of vector couplings. A particularly compelling picture of this data of theories 
han been assembled by Affleck, Dine, and Seiberg.*0 Their argument relies on 
the fact that, in superaymnaetric gauge theories with vector couplings, then Es 
always some line of possible vacuum expectation values of the (quart (mat
ter hoson) fields which costs no vacuum energy. Then higher-order effects on 
the vacuum energy along this line have the farm shown in Fig. 6: To any 

finite order In perturbation the-
v* ( a ) In] (e) 

<q> «> <?> 
Fig. 6. The effective potential in super-
symmetric gauge theories, along the 
line of states which at zeroth order form 
degenerate minima, in successive ap
proximations: (a) zeroth order, (b) nth 
order perturbation theory, (c) including 
instantons. 

ory, then ia no effect, by virtue 
of a supersymmetry ncnreaormiJ-
tiation theorem. When nonper-
turlratlve effects (for example, In-
atantont) a n taken Into account, 
one finds a potential which is gen
erally nonzero but which must van
ish as the asymptotically free cou
pling vanishes for large squark vac
uum expectation values. Adding 
to the theory a small bare aquark 
mass mo produces a minimum of 

the potential at a large value of the squark expectation value given by an inverse 
power of m 0 . ThiB behavior seems almost pathological, though we will see in 
a moment that it can be used to advantage when this theory is embedded in a 
larger theory with handed couplings. 

Let us now assume that we can evade these constraints and form fermions as 
strongly-coupled bound states. How can we generate a hierarchical spectrum 
of fermion masses? The basic question is, what is the expansion parameter 
which governs this hierarchy? I will review various proposals which have ap
peared in the literature. Many authors have proposed that the hierarchy arises 
from successive powers of & small gauge coupling constant. ~ These authors 
have proposed that the chiral symmetries which insure the masslessnets of the 
composite fermions are explicitly broken by the coupling to the preons of some 
weakly-interacting gauge boson. Then diagrams involving one gauge boson can 
change a ducal charge by 1 unit, diagrams with two gauge bosons can change 
this charge by 2 units, and so on. The chiral charge difference of the left- and 
right-handed components of a given fetmton (hen determines the magnitude of 
the mass terms which is generated for this particle. Matumoto and Yamawaki 
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haveahown that the expansion in the parameter 1/Ntt, where N,c is the number 
of colors in the preon-binding gauge theory, cut have a similar structure and 
induce a mass hierarchy in the Bame way. 

. An alternative suggestion has been to apply the ETC mechanism of techni
color theories, associating the spectrum of fermion masses with, an m ' spec
trum of gauge bosons which connect the Fenoltan constituents to the HIRES con-
stituents. Pati ' has advocated a particular realization of this idea in which 
there are two compositeness scales, with A/a > > Ajy. AM sets the scale or the 
electron and muon size, and Aj? sets the scale of the r and Higgs boson size. 
The r can then couple directly to Higgs bosons through the Ajr forces. The e, 
however, couplea to the constituents of Higgs bosons only through an effective 
interaction generated at the scale AA/I as indicated in Fig. 7. This suppresses 

the mass of the electron (and the other fennions of 
the first two generations) by a factor (A/f/Ajw)a. 
Two aspects of the more detailed realization of 
this scheme are noteworthy for phenomenology: 
First, Ajj sets the scale of the Higgs boson masses; 
thus we require AH ~ 1 TeV. Four-e contact in
teractions (22) should be quite small, since these Y* 

(b) are generated at AM, but e+e' +e~ 

Fig. 7. Pali's mechanism 
for forming a hierarchy 
or fermion masses: 
(a) e-Higgs coupling; 
(b) r-Higgs coupling. 

r +r~ may re
ceive large corrections. Secondly, the restrictions 
discussed by Bars for avoiding K& -+ ue can be 
maintained in the effective theory at A/r but not 
in the full dynamics evident at Aj^. In fact, since 
the e and fi generations are bora at this scale, it 
is easy to produce an effective interaction of the 
form (20), with A = A*f. In this model, then, 
*BR(/r£ — **«) > K>-10 [isj a must".8 8 

Even more interesting hierarchical mass patterns can be obtained by apply
ing these mechanism in supersymmetric models. If the preon-binding interac
tions do not break aupersymmetry, some fermions will be kept massless because 
they are quasi-Nambu-Goldstone fermions; some of these may also be kept 
massless by unbroken chiral symmetries. Thus, we find doable (or multiple) 
protection of mssslessaess. If the various protecting symmetries are broken 
gequentiaJIv, one generates a mass hierarchy. Some alternative realizations of 
this idea have been studied in refs. 90-93. A recent paper by Masiero, Pettorino, 
Roncadelli, and Veneziuio brings this idea to a quite sophisticated level in 
constructing an almost-realistic 1-generation model with no ad hoc dynami
cal assumptions. Their scheme begins with supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory, 
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realized in the manner suggested by Affleck, Dine, and Seiberg. They add soft 
uupemymmetry breaking, in the form of a s-preon mass. This gives mass to 
the scalar partners of composite fermions, while maintaining the fermiona* pro
tection. Then they add electroweak interactions, with a gaugino mass. The 
gauge particle exchanges feed this mass down to the composite fermions, pro
ducing a mass spectrum which is calculable precisely in terms of (unfortunately, 
unknown) parameters of the composite state wave functions. 

All of these schemes Tor generating the quark and lepton mass apectrom 
are somewhat crude, and none is fully predictive. But if the the quark and 
lepton masses have an origin in physicB, we need some set of wheels and gears 
whose interlocking produces their observed values. The models I have just dis
cussed give some idea, I hope, about what some basic pieces of this mechanism 
might be. 

Digression: Precision Weak Interaction!! 

I have reserved one important test of composite structure for a separate 
discussion, because it provides an example of an alternative way to probe ex
perimentally for physics beyond the standard model-

Let me begin by discussing this specific experiment, the measurement of the 
muon [g — 2). The rapport between the experimental value of the rauon (g — 2) 
and that computed in the standard model is now expressed by : 

op - aM|.t. mod*] = 38 ± 85 ± 2 0 x l O - 1 0 ; (26) 

the first error is that of the experimental determination, the second that of the 
calculated standard-model value. To see what effect compositeness of the muon 
might have • j this agreement, let me parametrize the anomalous magnetic 
moment due to the mucin's internal structure by writing an effective interaction 
analogous to (23) ' 

Ma = e ( ^ ) ^ " " J ^ ^ . (27) 

(26) implies that the parameter A in this equation is bounded by 

A < 720 GeV (90?6 confidence) . (28) 

This bound is roughly as strong as the bounds on A arising from searches for 
4-fermion contact Interactions. (One should keep in mind that the various 
parameters A which I have defined may differ by factors of 2 or JT, in a model-
dependent way.) 
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_ It ia interesting to ask whether this bound can be improved in the near 
future. The value of Op in the Btandard model, 

<V"k nwdri = 11659 202(20) X 10" 1 0 , (29) 

is already known to 1.7 parts per miljion'j this is the error recorded in (26). 
t t ^ ' ^ P 0 1 * Q&® contribution is extremely well understood, contributing 

arerror of only 0.26 ppm. The contribution of weak interactions ia readily 
calculated; the whole effect turns out to be 1.7 ppm. The dominant source of 
error, accounting for 1.6 ppm, is the set of diagrams which involve hadronic 
contributions to the vacuum polarization and hadronic Hght-by-Hght scatter
ing. The latter set of diagram*) ficye recently been reexamined and computed 
cleanly by Kinoshita, Nlzic. and Okamoto. The contributions from vacuum 
polarization, though, require experimental knowledge of the cross section for 
e +e~ —» hadrtmo at low energies. New experiments have allowed a substantial 
decrease in the uncertainty in this term, and there is room for further im
provement. The direct determination of a^ remains at the value given by the 
CERN (p - 2) experiments," 

afl = 11 659 240 (85) x 1 0 _ 1 D , (30) 

leaving an error of 7.3 ppm. However, a group led by Hughes has made a 
proposal for a new experiment that it claims could decrease this error to 
0.3 ppm. Such an experiment could actually measure the weak-interaction 
contribution to the muon {g — 2), and could also probe for muon substructure 
at the scale of several TeV. 

This analysis contains a lesson which is more generally applicable. In this 
example, but also more generally in weak-interaction physics, contributions 
from new physics beyond the standard mcv>l are of the same order of mag
nitude as W boson loop corrections. Thus, precision tests of weak-interaction 
radiative corrections become, as well, probes for such new physics. In general, 
experiments sensitive enough to make these tests can see effects of new particles 
with mass up to several hundred GeV or values of A above 1 TeV. 

What other experiments are likely to probe so sensitively? To discuss 
this question, I should remind you that experiments which involve the weak 
interactions directly are very sensitive to the three basic parameters of the 
weak interactions—the two coupling constants g and g' and the Higgs field 
vacuum expectation value {<£). Before trying to test the theory, one needs 

. to determine these parameters precisely; this requires measurement of three 
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physical quantities. Two of these are provided by a and G/,; the third will be 
in place when mz is measured to tens of MeV at SLC and LEP. One way to 
express the accuracy of this measurement is that it will determine a i n 3 0 v to 
a precision 6 s i n 1 0 a ~ lO""*. In making such a statement, however, one must 
realize that s in 1 0 W is a derived quantity which is defined by a convention. An 
appropriate convention is set out and discussed in ref. 100. 

Once the three basic quantities a,Gp, and mz have been measured, further 
precision measurements can provide nontrivial tests of the standard model or 
probes beyond it. The two most promising quantities for further precision ex
periments are the W boson mass mw and the polarization asymmetry in Z° 
production ALR. Experiments now being planned should accurately measure 
both of these quantities within the next eight years: The Dp experiment at 
the Tevatron has been designed to determine mw with minimum systematic 
error; the Dp proposal claims that 6mw 
quantity AIR, which may be defined as 

SO MeV may be achieved. 103 [he 

(31) 

can be measured directly at the SLC. With an improved source of polarized 
electrons, one might reach SALR ~ 3 X 1 0 - a . Both of these determinations 
would correspond to £sin20u< ~ a few x 1 0 - H . A better way to understand 
the sensitivity of these measurements, however, ts to ask whether they have 
reached the level at which small deviations from the standard model become 
apparent. To show that this is so, I display in Fig. 8 the effect on these two 
quantities of two such modifications. Even a single heavy quark doublet added 
to the standard model can make its presence felt. 

0.1 

Fig. 8. Effect on the quantities 
miv and ALR of two modifica
tions of the standard model: vari
ation of the Higgs boson mass up 
to 1 TeV, and addition of a heavy 
quark doublet with mr = 2 m j . 

0.02 
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The connection between the various weak-interaction quantities I have dis
cussed is, of course, not without theoretical uncertainty. At the level of these 
experiments, however, the only important theoretical uncertainty comes, again, 
in our knowledge of the hadronic part of the QED vacuum polarization. ° 3 

For these weak-interaction probes, as for the muon (g — 2), we need improve
ments in the experiments which determine this quantity, the measurement of 
the cross-section for e + e ~ annihilation into any hadrons, especially in the region 
l<i/s<2GeV. 

N e w Strong Interactions a t 1 TeV 

The last part of this lecture will deal with a topic which is new to this series 
of conferences, but which should be of increasing importance in the future. I t 
has already been recognized as a crucial issue in the plans in the United States 
and Europe for very high energy proton colliders. This is the possibility of new-
strong interactions a t the 1 TeV scale, and the question ofhow these interactions 
manifest themselves experimentally. Most of the models I described in the first 
part of this lecture require such new physics. What I wish to point out here 
is that , almost independently of the details of the specific model in question, 
new 1 TeV Btrong interactions are likely to be visible, and even striking, to 
experiments of high enough energy to reach their natural scale. 

• M i n i m a l M o d e l 

I will begin by discussing the simplest model of TeV strong interactions, 
the standard model with a large value of the Higgs boson mass. There are two 
ways to understand why such a model should be strongly interacting. The first 
is t o recall that the renormalizable Higgs Geld potential energy V = —m 1^ V + 
i> (#*#) J yields a Higgs field vacuum expectation value 

w - £ ) ' • m 
The physical Higgs boson mass, equal to v"2m, can then be much larger than 
{$) = 240 GeV only if the 4> coupling constant A is much larger than 1. Alterna
tively, one may recall the logic or Lee, Quigg, and Thacker which I discussed 
a t the start of this lecture: the process W+W~ ~* W+W~ requires gauge-
theory cancellations to respect unitarity in perturbation theory. In particular, 
it requires a contribution from diagrams with Higgs scalar exchange. But this 
contribution may be selectively suppressed by making the Higgs scalar heavy. 
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Unitaxity is then violated in perturbation theory if the Higgs 10 sufficiently 
heairy, ma > (BIT\/2/3GF) = 1 TeV. In that case, higher orders of perturbation 
theory must be of the same size as the leading-order terms. 

It is striking that strong interactions may appear so naturally in the Higgs 
sector. Once they appear there, it is straightforward for them to couple into 
other sectors of the theory, especially the sector of the weak vector bosons, to 
which the Higgs fields give mass. The influence of Higgs boson dynamics on 
high-energy interactions of W bosons is summarized elegantly in the equivalence 
theorem Bhown in Fig. 9(a) * * . Sin-e a. massless vector boson is purely 
transverse, while a massive vector boson has also a longitudinal component, 
a W boson can become massive only by absorbing one additional degree of 

freedom, a charged scalar compo
nent of the Higgs field. This field 
then loses its separate identity. If 
one quantizes weak-interaction the
ory in the Unitarity gauge, it for
mally disappears from the theory 
entirely, though in the Feynman-
't Hooft gauge it is kept and 
summed together with other un-
physical (ghost and timelike-
polarized) modes which give can-

Fig. 9. The equivalence theorem relating celling contributions. The equjv-
the amplitudes for emitting longitudinally- alence theorem states that a 
polarized W bosons and Higgs scalars: (a) remnant of this field remains vis-
shows the general result; (b) gives a spe- iblc in physical amplitudes, that 
cial case which is very easy to understand, the cross-section for producing a 

longitudinally-polarized W boson 
at an energy high relative to the 

W mass is equal to the crass section for producing the original, ephemeral 
scalar. An especially easy case to understand is the one shown in Fig. 9(b). If 
Higgs bosons have strong interactions, then the graph on the right-hand side 
of this relation is a strong-interaction amplitude, unsuppressed by powers of a. 
In Feynman-'t Hooft gauge, this graph is a contribution to the cross-section for 
longitudinal W production, and it is the only such contribution which contains 
no explicit a. A somewhat less trivial example of the theorem is the result 
that the sum of the graphs of Fig. 1(b), evaluated for s » m^, is just equal 
to the amplitude for e + e~ —• 4>+4~i via a virtual photon and Z°. Recently 
Chanowitz and Gaillard have given an elegant new proof of this theorem 

- A •!-& + a ia i 
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which is sophisticated enough to apply to weak and electromagnetic production 
processes sad to situations where several WL'a are produced. 

The equivalence theorem tells ns that when the Biggs sector becomes stro: gly 
interacting, the W and Z bosons da as well. This has two consequences of spe
cial importance, which I would now like to explore. The first of these is a 
new process for producing Higgs bosons (and W and Z pairs) in high-energy 
collisions. This process was first discussed by Jones and Petkov; 1 0 7 its impor

tance has been emphasized more recently 
by Kane, Repko, and Rolmck and, es
pecially, by Calm and Dawson. (Some 
more detailed studies of this process are 
given in refs. 110-112.) The mechanism is 
that shown in Fig. 10(a): colliding quarks 
or leptons bremsstrahlung W or Z bosons, 
which then fuse to form a Higgs resonance, 

boson production in very high en- If the massive bosons are longitudinally 
ergy collisions: (a) vector boson polarised, the factor of a coming from their 
fusion, (b) giuon fusion. coupling to fermtons is compensated by 

the strong-interaction coupling to the 
Biggs. This process dominates the more conventional process of ghion-giuon fu
sion (shown in Fig. 10(b))* which has the disadvantageous dependence {mt/mjj)* 
for Urge Higgs boson masses, far ma larger than a. few hundred GeV. A com
parison of the two processes, in terms of total cross-section for Biggs production 
in pp collisions, is shown in Fig. 11. The magnitude of Higgs boson production 
in high-energy pp collisions is shown in another way in Fig. 12, taken from 
the comprehensivestudy of Ekhten, Hinchtiffe, Lane, and Quigg. This figure 
shows the magnitude of the process pp —* H -* W+W~. Since the Biggs boson 
is strongly coupled to W and Z bosons, these also form the dominant decay 
products of the Biggs almost as soon as the Higgs mass moves above W*W~ 
threshold. For mn » m r . 

TH*h£GFm%. (33) 
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Fig. 11. Total cross-sections for Higgs 
boson production in very high energy 
pp collisions, comparing the W fusion 
and giuon fusion mechanisms, for 
rnu = 7mw, from ref. 109. 

Over a large range of masses, this 
is a great advantage, because it gives 
the Higgs boson a spectacular signa
ture of a W or Z pair summing to 
a fixed invariant mass. This promis
ing situation eventually disappears, 
however, because the width (33) 
increases so rapidly with m # . For 
m j f ~ l TeV, Ttf - S00 GeV, and the 
Higgs peak disappears into the W+W~ 
continuum. 

For Higgs masses above 1 TeV, it seems fruitless to search for the Higgs bo
son *s a sharp resonence. But if the Higgs boson is this heavy, its physical effects 
might be even more interesting. This is the second consequence of the equiva
lence theorem, that if the Higgs sector is strongly interacting, these interactions 
will produce distortions in the cross-sections for longitudinal W and Z produc
tion. I would like to discuss two different effects of this nature. The first is the 
efTect on the simple annihilation process e + e " (or qq) -* W+W~ ofW-W final-
state interactions. By heiicity conservation, the annihilation of light fermions 

Pig. 12. Cross-section for Higgs bo
son production, and subsequent decay 
to W+W~, in 40 TeV pp collisions, 
as a function of the Higgs mass, com
puted for mt — 30 GeV and using a 
rapidity cut \y\ < 2.5. The dashed 
curves show the two components of the 
production process. The background 
shown is the physics background in its 
narrowest sense, the cross-section for 
*iie process qq —• W+W~, integrated 
over W pair masses within T J J / 2 of 
mi/, {from ref. 113) 
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requires J = 1 and BO also, by Base statistics of the W&'s, / = 1, where the 
isospin I is custodial SU(2), The Higgs sector interactions are expected to 
be strongest in the / = J = 0 channel, but that channel is not available 
here. Nevertheless, the process is highly constrained lunematically, especially in 
e+e~~ annihilation, where one has the further advantage that the W production 
amplitude is precisely calculable. Fig. 13 gives some idea of the visibility of 
corrections to the lowest-order amplitude. It shows that the crews-section for 

Fig. 13. Differential cross-Bections (in units of R) for e + e~ - • W+W~ 
into states of definite helielty, for ^/a = 1 TeV. The various curves 
show the total production, and the partial cross-sections for W^Wf, 

10 o _ 

t o ' 
1500 2000 
<CDi0'-O.5l 

Fig. 14. Helicity-state cross-sections (in units of R) for e +e~ —» 
W+W~ at coaff = —0.5 in the simplest technicolor model, 
showing the effect of the technicolor p meson resonance. 
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e+t~~ -* W£W£ is roughly £ of the total W pair production in the back
ward hemisphere. If one can concentrate on backward production, even small 
corrections to the W£W£ production amplitude can become visible. The sim
plest assumption, that one should extrapolate upward and unitame the low-
energy form of the WAV {or 4>-4>) interaction, leads to a disappointingly small 
effect, only a few percent correction to the total backward rate. 1 On the 
other hand, if the strong Higgs interactions are those of the Weinberg-Susskind 
technicolor model, ' the rho meson of the technicolor interactions appears 

in this channel and one finds 
the enormous effect shown in 
Fig. 14. A similar, but hardly 
so dramatic, effect should be 
visible in very high energy pp 

113 
collisions. A second mecha
nism or W and Z pair produc
tion is the continuum analogue 
of the process of Fig. 10(a), 
the scattering of bosons radi
ated from fermion lines. (We 
have noted that Fig. 10(a) 
is actually not distinguishable 
from this continuum for mg > 
1 TeV.) This process has the 
disadvantage thai the center-
of-mass energy of the boson pair 
is not defined by the kinemat
ics. However, it has the ad
vantage that it involves 

Fig. 15. Cross-Bections for Z° pair produc- longitudinal W and Z bosons 
tion in 40 TeV pp collisions, as a function of dominantly, and that it can ac-
the Z° pair invariant mass M. The dashed cess the I = J = 0 channel, 
curve is the result of qQ annihilation. The Chanowitr and Gaillard 1 0 6 

dotted and solid curves include Z radiation, have made a detailed study of 
with the ZL-ZL interaction given, respectively, strong-interaction effects in this 
by extrapolation of the low-energy formula process; a sample of their 
and by inclusion of a Higgs scalar resonance results is shown in Fig. IS. Sim-
at a masB of 1 TeV. (from ref. 106) »lar effects should appear in 

TeV-energy c+c~~ annihilation; 
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*l«»ebttkgroniid identified by Dawsoo and Roraer"1 can prabnfar/be dim-
mated by contldtring ( » fe done in «f. 106) only boson pain with mass above 
lTsV.™ T h b o n e s S i m , l i « w ^ . , ^ i ^ ^ 

I nmat oanefode foes tiatm&m of strong Interaction effects in weak boson 
P^pradMtioa tAoiie*er»«ilba«orf«lwuaiD|> ft le not et aU obvious 

If the If is to fee Identified in its hadroujc decay node, assuring that Us 
™ " *• memmted to ±10 GeV, the signal sits three order* of megnitttde befcnr 
thebedsKnndfi(omQCDjeto.m IT am selects events wHh one leptonic I? 
decay, the backgroimdis etHl comparable In sbt to the signal, even with well-
«*oaen ents . , l *~ m leptanic decay* of the Z° should tag these particle* guile 
apedncaHy, but requiring thb decay mode cute deeply into the rate of processes 
which will already be raze, fi b possible that this background problem might be 
e> fundamental iunftatfon oar ability to do weak boson physics with pp collider?, 
I hope, though, that one can simply find a mote effective trick for plucking out 
W*u and iT'e. I commend this very important problem to your attention. 

1 • Embellishments 

The simple example of the standard model with a heavy Hggs boson already 
shows some interesting new physics accessible to TsV-energy colliders. However, 
one should consider even more seriously the possibility that TeV-energy physics 
will be governed by one of the more detailed scenarios described in the first 
part of this lecture. In general, adding more structure at 1 TeV gives more 
remarkablepheaomenatobeobeerved. In this section, I will give afew examples 
of phenomenal which appear in these more detailed schemes, drawing both on. 
technicolor and on composhe-fennion models. 

1 ham already noted that the tecmu-p can appear as a dramatic resonance 
m!Vraad^pairptodtictioii.lVetmecoBBider,«Sweu^two^iectsoiorep«cunar 
to technicolor medeh. The first is the possible presence of long-lived techui-
baryons, Robakorewdcolbhoratora"1 have pofatedoottbnt the teclrat-taryon 
maybe stable with respect to perturbative interactions but unstable viaaweak-
mteraction banier penetration eflect. This effect requires that the teehnibaryoa 
decays predomttwAtry to 12-&rmion final states 

—GKM!M:)+CrM?)- M 
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producing * dramatic signature. Unfortunately, a Skynne model estimate 
predicts that the decay rate is large enough for (34) to be observed only if 
m* > 12 TeV. The second effect is the production of ETC bosons. The rela
tion (IS) implies that, if the t quark mass b 40 GeV, the ETC boson which 
produces this quark men is very light, of order 1 TeV. These ETC I 

123 then be pair-produced at high-energy colliders. Arnold and Wendt have 
studied the production of these bosons in 40 TeV pp cowsione and found i 
quite unexpected features. Since ETC bosons have technicolor interactions, 
they form techni-hadronk bound states. Ghion-glnon collisions dominantly 
produce the lowest few bound states. These then decay wealth* to t quarks 
and technihadrons. A dominant decay chain is shown in Fig. 16; this leads to 
the process 

fl + o -• {t + [T+Z°))t (35) 

where each set of parentheses denotes a combination of definite invariant mass. 
The cross Bection for the chain of processes turns out to be large—1 nb for 
mETC = 1 TeV, decreasing to 10 pb for msne = 1.5 TeV. 

e 
f 

W 

J ' K 

-j«cxc 

0 L UEt* 

J=3/2-

i 
J* 
*** 
J= 1/2-

IsEO t+Z* 

Fig. 16. Mechanics of ETC boson production in pp eaUisiose, 
The figure shows the spectrum of ETC-pair and ETC-teduUquark 
bound states (from ret, 122) for mete = 1 TeV, and the ob
servable processes which link them. 
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Theories with composite quarks and leptans lead to even more dramatic 
pnenQmona* since there the electrons and quarks which are the primary probes 
become strongly interacting. If the contact interactions such as (22) are barely 
visible at J* — 100 GeV, they become dominant already at energies of several 
hundred GeV. This leads to rising cross-sections 

*(//-//) ~ fj {36} 

which develop, for y/a ~ A into a sequence of resonances. In e+t~ annihi
lation, one should see the whole evolution in total cross-sections, as is illus
trated in Fig. 17. In pp collisions, one probes a large range of g? center-of-mass 
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Fig. 17 Energy-dependence of the cross-section for e + e —» 
fi+fi~ in a model of composite leptons with A ~ 3 TeV. 

energies simultaneously, but this jumble of processes can be disentangled by 
looking in the jet or DreU-Yan p^ spectrum, or in the spectrum of two-jet 
invariant masses. Detailed numerical studies of this phenomenon ' ' show 
that one can easily pick out the rise of the cross-section for large-momentum 
transfer processes. For some choices of the parameters, such as that shown in 
Fig. 18, the resonances of the preon-binding interactions are also visible. 
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Fig. 18. Effect of 4-quark con- 10' 
tact interactions on the 2-jet 
invariant mass spectrum in 40 10 
TeV pp collisions, for one Bet 
of parameters chosen in ref. 123. to 

Conclusions ^ l 0 

•v. 

By now, we have come 
quite far into the realm of spec
ulation. But it is important 
to remember that we were led 
to this point in a logical way, i r r 2 L 3CP 
arguing from the basic ques
tion of explaining the masses 
of quarks, leptons, and gauge 
bosons which is the central 
unsolved problem posed by the i 2 3 4 5 6 
success ofthestandard model. ,..,5 M he'J/t?) 
What do we learn from these 
wild ideas? 

Theorists should learn not to be embarrassed by models with many visible 
moving parts. All of the models I have discussed are highly mechanical, and 
none are particularly elegant. But I feel it is important to make even contrived 
calculations of the fermion mass spectrum, as long as these calculations use real 
physical mechanisms and come to definite conclusions. How else can we make 
any progress at all? 

Experimenters should learn to be patient. I have noted at various points in 
this lecture that they should continue experiments sensitive to A, t"s, and q"s, 
and that they should continue searching for rare processes, such as K —»fie, and 
for Higgs bosons, charged and neutral. This may be a frustrating pursuit for 
a long time, especially when one searches at 100 GeV energies for TeV-energy 
phenomena. But, eventually, it is these searches that will yield the concrete 
information which makes the next level of physics clear. 

Finally, we should all begin to plan for the era of TeV-encrgy colliders, an 
era which may be Jess than a decade away. At these energies, tve could well 
sec dramatic changes from our current picture of the fundamental interactions. 
Perhaps we can anticipate those changes, or perhaps we will be stunned when 
they appear. In either case, we can hardly be complacent with our current 
successes while we still have so much to learn. 
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DISCUSSION 

P. Schildknecht. Unlversitat Bielefeld 
I have a comment on your comment on my comment [on Komamiya'a lecture]. 
Let ns Juat assume that the W boson ia of compoaite nature, as in one part 
of your talk you did. Then the Erst conclusion you would draw would be that 
the known bosons will have brothers and sisters, like an iaoscalar boson or an 
excited boson, which for pbenomenological reasons should probably have a mass 
above 300 or 600 GeV. Their couplings are of course determined by the overlap 
function between the quarks and leptons and their excited states; these should 
come out to be of the order of magnitude of or smaller than the coupling of 
the ground state and thus should be of the order of g*f4x or the fine structure 
constant. That was the comment I made this morning, and I do not think that 
this ia a completely unreasonable picture. 

Mt£fikiD 
Actually, I am very confused as to how you can make that coupling so small, 
if these particles begin as strongly interacting bosons, the analogues of the p 
in the real strong interactions. Maybe you can get a reduction by 1/Ne from 
cj/4ir = 2. But how can you get a reduction of a factor of 100? 
T). SrhildVn«ht 
You see, the coupling in such a composite model should be determined by the 
overlap. What you are raising is perhaps a question about how to make a 
concrete model even for the W boson. 

M^Ecakin 
Absolutely. In my lecture, I talked about a problem for the composite W and 
Z models which has nothing to do with this comment you have just raised. 
But this problem has also disturbed me a lot about the composite W and Z 
models. The coupling baa to be so weak, and it's hard to understand that in a 
real dynamical model. 
J. Pali, University of Maryland 
I have a small theoretical comment and one phenomenojogieal comment. You 
listed some of the possible difficulties. They are really only facets of a possible 
theoretical difficulty for composite models. One of these is the question of the 
composite gauge bosons. Then there is the Weingarten type of result, that the 
mass of the composite boson is less than the mass of the composite fermion. 

MJtetin 
The one I emphasized is only proven in vector-like theories. 
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J- r»ti 
Yes. The other is the Vafa-Witten one, which is abo particular to a vector-like 
theory like QCD. 
It seems to me that all of these must sum up somehow so as to be avoided in 
3 natural composite model. If you think of the compositeneu scale as being 
very much higher—which is different from what Schildknecht might be referring 
to; I might place the compositenesa scale for W and Z even up to the grand 
unification scale—then there is local supersymmetry as opposed to global su-
persymmetty. Then the Weinberg-Witten constraint does not apply. And, by 
the same token, abo the Vafa-Witten and Weingarten type of results do not 
apply. So it appears that local supersymmetry, which is naturally motivated 
for reasons other than that composite models have to work, has a natural role 
to ptay here. This only means that one can reverse the No-Go theorems; more 
work is needed to show that the desirable result really follows. But at least 
it is interesting that the No-Go theorems do not apply. Would you have any 
comment on that? 

MJ&gfcin 
In fact, no. You are absolutely right that the No-Go theorems do not apply 
in this case. One ought to understand these theorems better, to see if one can 
prove that there are counterexamples to them there. I think that is a very 
important problem. 
J- P*ti 
I am going on to make a phenomenological comment. The process e + s~ -• t+r~ 
is extremely important for the class of models bi which the electron family and 
the muon family would have small size but the r and the 4th r7 family have 
large size. By the same token, it is important to do these experiments with 
quarks and antiquaries of the electron family going into r + r~, as in the proton-
antiproton experiments. There, of course, it would be very important to have 
vertex detectors to select out the r channel properly. 
H. Schniteer, Brandies University 
We have shown many years ago, based on some technical features of anatyttcity 
and something called Mandelstam counting, that, in the electroweak gauge the
ory, gauge bosons lie on Regge trajectories. If there are light Higgs bosons, 
there are ordinary recurrences oF theses bosons which are heavy. Then, unequiv-
ocably, high-spin friends of the W will appear as J resonances of the p type. 
They should be looked for, perhaps in WW scattering, in terms of angular 
distributions rather than just bumps. 
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Tkrf.is qsm* btereating; I dual* unfa * comment on H. The calculation 
,™«»rt*^iBt«W»dfcetlato»eeoi»t. BWsw^wh^ you do sw& calculations 
b>fMotwM«ttostadteiiD*yc« 
fcfeber esfeetive values of y^ as yoo move toward s a i l o r the pardons. The 
pwton costtibutione i n fatting but lb* cross ssttioas may be riwcg [due to 
•*• M l •» JOB, bam to use a unitarised formula. In UM calculations which I 
discussed. Bats and his coOsboretof* did something vary pretty. To represent 
aoarjE-qaarlc scattering, the? used the \enes$ano formula, wHb the trajectories 
ahtfted to that matt values you. would expect from thinking about the physics 
tf these composite models. As 70s set |ia Fig. M], the flnt recurrence can be 
quite prominent. If you look closely, you can also see, in the top carve of this 
figure, the second recurrence. It's a little hard to see, because it la rather wide if 
yon pat Is a realistic value for the width. But, in principle, these results reflect 
exactly the physics you are talking about. 
J. Ellia.CERN 
I have two sneaky questions. First, in the supersymmetrfc model of Masiero, 
Pettorino, Boncadelli, and Vtnetlaao that you mentioned, we have just one 
generation. How complicated doss the theory have to be, if one want to have 
three generations with realistic mixing? That was the easy question. 
The difficult question is: From the point of view of the composite models that 
you have discussed, which should be more Interesting, a 40 TtV center-oF-mass 
hadron-hadron collider, or a 2 TeV center-of-man «+«" collider? 
M.Pesfcfa 
To the fiat question, I actually don't know the answer. It is relatively easy to 
include generations by enlarging the fundamental gauge group which appeals 
in tbia model fan SU{6) to, 1 believe, SV{4N + 2). But I doa* think they 
Imowbowtoa^eieanstkimxingsatten^andlde^Hlmcwhoweither. 
In answer to your second question, 1 have shown, that, to some extent, these 
two devices an complementary. So, from a purely theoretical point of view, it 
is hard to judge which one Is preferable. [I assume that some aolutiou can be 
•bund to the background pretrfanttfor observing KW entering mp 
Front the practical point of view, the technology for TeV-cnergy «**"* colliders 
• atiD quite faraway from a reafcalk design. Clearly, we should be working to 
CflBBgSgs~ wJDSen auenOflMOlw* 
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